Goals/ Definition

Candidate Target Product Profile Agreed

The Candidate Target Product Profile (cTTP) describes the desired attributes of the product and are consistent with mechanism of action and preclinical data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRITERIA</th>
<th>SAMPLE CONTENT REQUIREMENT</th>
<th>GUIDELINES FOR LEVEL OF DETAIL NEEDED AT EACH GATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| • cTPP further updated to add details | • Drug need, use case, market, and impact on global health  
• Product characteristics required to show benefit, such as efficacy, safety, and duration of treatment outlined  
• Primary endpoints and secondary endpoints  
• Alignment with partner organizations  
• Manufacturability  
• Route of administration  
• Aspirational cost and delivery considerations | • Use cTPP template – should reflect the desired Intervention TPP (iTPP) |